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INTRODUCTION  
 
Dear IVAO Member! 

We would like to welcome you to the IVAO Slovenia IFR Tour 2020. With 15 

interesting legs, you will get to know Slovenia and neighboring airports.  

In this document, we would like to introduce you this tour and rules that you need to 

follow to successfully finish all legs. The main goal is that pilots have fun and enjoy 

the Slovenian and neighboring countries landscape flying IFR – using Instrument 

Flight Rules. The other goal is to increase popularity of IFR traffic in this region and to 

increase overall traffic so that not only pilots can enjoy the IVAO network but also the 

Air Traffic Control that is available for all traffic. This tour was built for beginner pilots 

to learn how to correctly plan a IFR route, how to fill a Flight Plan and how to 

navigate along the IFR preplanned route. This tour should help a pilot to prepare for 

IVAO Senior Private Pilot Rating exam or on the other hand, for experienced pilots, 

this tour can refresh their knowledge. 

We hope that you will enjoy reading this document and flying IVAO Slovenian IFR 

Tour 2020. Completing this tour, you will achieve Division IFR Tour Award.  

 

Kind regards, 

IVAO Slovenia Staff  
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1.  RULES AND GENERAL CONDITIONS 
 

There are few basic rules that you need to follow so that you successfully finish this IFR Tour. 

GENERAL RULES 

I. All IVAO Rules and Regulations must be followed. 

II. All legs must be flown online with real weather in real time.  

III. Legs must be flown in real time mode. No accelerated mode allowed.  

IV. A maximum disconnection time of 20 minutes will be accepted.  

V. Flight plan must be correctly filled in other wise, leg will be rejected. Pay attention to flight rules, 

equipment, ICAO codes, flight routes, etc. 

VI. Maximum of two legs per day can be flown in the given order 

VII. Completed legs must be reported in the Tours System. Pay attention to fill in the correct date and 

times in UTC 

VIII. Log on at least 6 minutes before departure and log off at least 6 minutes after arrival in order to let 

IVAO tracker log your flight data. A leg will be rejected if you do not comply with this. 

IX. Check that you have the latest sceneries installed before the flight. Free sceneries are available for 

Slovenia and they are mandatory to use due to many upgrades on the ground. 

 

TOUR RESTRICTIONS 

I. Legs must be flown be flown with Slovenian Air Traffic Control online. Maximum of three legs can be 

flown without Slovenian ATC. 

II. This is advanced tour, be careful when planning your route and choose the correct alternate airport. 

Due wrong route, leg will not be accepted – check with IFPS 

III. Single and twin-piston or turboprop engine aircrafts are allowed although for the Senior Private Pilot 

rank you are allowed to take twin-engine piston or turboprop aircraft. Airplanes like Cessna 182, 

Beech King 200, Baron 58. 

IV. Military, fighter or supersonic aircraft are not allowed.  

V. Maximum speed is IAS 180 and Maximum level FL150.  

VI. Tour closes on December 31, 2020.  

VII. No tour remark is needed 

 

For each completed flight you have to fill a report via IVAO Tours Reporting System. 

How to use this System is available in Guide. 

Click to make your first report for IVAO Slovenia IFR Tour 2020. 

2.  AWARD  
For completing this IFR Tour you will be awarded with Division IFR Tour Award.  

 

 

http://tours.ivao.aero/cgi-bin/tours.pl?session=Did4LkNQd9Qp&function=View&tour=SIIFR20&division=SI
http://tours.ivao.aero/reporting.pdf
http://tours.ivao.aero/cgi-bin/tours.pl?session=kxYlKrzVIXBv&function=Report&tour=SIIFR20&division=SI


2.  WHAT TO EXPECT FROM THIS TOUR 
 

IFR Slovenia Tour can be used in many ways. Experienced pilots can use this tour to experience Slovenia or just 

to refresh the knowledge of IFR flying. In next chapters, we tried to explain the most important things you need 

to know about how to prepare for a IFR flight. In this way, we wanted to make a training program for the new 

pilots wanting to start with online flying for as a training for Senior Private Pilot IVAO rank. 

In next subchapters, some basic topics will follow. We find these ones to be most important, however more of 

great documentation is found on IVAO website. 

IVAO documentation for FS3 rank 

IVAO Documentation for PP rank 

IVAO Documentation for SPP rank 

2.1.  HOW TO CORRECTLY START FLYING IFR 
 

TRY TO LEARN NEW SKILLS WHILE FLYING IVAO SLOVENIA IFR TOUR 

 

To successfully complete any journey in a lifetime you have to start prepared. The main thing is to preplan your 

route of each flight. 

KNOW YOUR A IRCRA FT  – aircraft knowledge is very important. Study the aircraft operating manual and 

remember the most important numbers – speeds, masses, limitations. Print out the checklist and check for the 

graphs of cruising speeds, power and fuel consumption. Check the mass and balance chapter for later on, when 

you will be loading your passengers and other load. 

CHECK  WEATHER A ND  NOTAMS  – weather and NOTAMs are next factors you need to check before the 

flight. With weather, you check for current and forecasted meteorological conditions at the airports and 

enroute. Check for METARs, TAFs, GAFOR, wind and SIGMET charts. For Slovenia and airports included in this 

tour, an excellent free weather service is available by the national meteorological agency.  

NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE OF SLOVENIA  (CLICK PRINT, TO GET ALL METARS 

AND TAFS FROM THE MAP). IN ADDITION, WIND, GAFOR AND SIGMET CHARTS ARE 

AVAILABLE. 

NOTAMs for Slovenia can be viewed on official website of Slovenia Control with Summary A or Summary B 

available. You can also use free Eurocontrol’s EAD service that makes you a bulletin for the whole route. 

However, you need to register to use this service. With NOTAMs check for any notices at your aerodromes or 

enroute – pay special attentions of military zones.  

 

https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=Pilot_Student_documentation
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=Private_Pilot_documentation
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=Senior_Private_Pilot_documentation
http://meteo.arso.gov.si/met/en/aviation/
https://www.sloveniacontrol.si/en/notam/summary-a
https://www.sloveniacontrol.si/en/notam/summary-b
https://www.ead.eurocontrol.int/cms-eadbasic/opencms/en/login/ead-basic/


PREPA RE C HARTS  – necessary charts are the next thing you need to have on board, before you start your 

planning. Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) brings you much information including free charts for each 

airport and country’s airspace. Again, this info can be found for free in EAD service or via web for each country 

separately.  

FOR SLOVENIA AIP IS PUBLISHED AT SLOVENIA CONTROL WEBSITE. CHECK FOR ELECTRONIC 

AIP ION THE RIGHT SIDE. 

PLAN YO UR FL IGH T  – you will firstly need to fill out a flight plan, before you get up to the air and start flying. 

There are different rules that you need to follow if you want to fly IFR. First of all, your airplane needs to be 

certified to handle IFR, as you need at least two VOR receivers, and much more other equipment.  

For planning your flight there is at the first place the Standard Instrumental Departure, also known as SID. SID 

navigates you from the point you are airborne at runway till the first point of your flight plan. There are 

different SIDs with different kinds of navigation. You can’t just take off and do nonstandard turns and 

procedures. At this point for you, for safe departure you need to know at least how to fly different VOR radials, 

as the whole SID is full of different headings and VOR radials that you need to follow. You may need to tune to 

different VOR stations or also ADF stations to successfully complete the SID, more about SID understanding is 

on following websites SID basics and departure procedures. And also if you need to fly the SID properly you 

need to take a look at charts. There is a nice explanation by IVAO of Ljubljana SID operations on next website 

SID charts. 

After your last point of SID, you somehow need to continue your flight and at this time there are different ways 

of continuing the flight. After last point of SID you need to follow different airways. There are low altitude and 

high altitude airways that you need to follow them, as they are standard. You can’t just fly direct from point to 

another, but you need to follow the highways. First of all you need to know what is your last point of SID, is it 

VOR or ADF station or maybe just the intersection point. If it is intersection point, you need to plan you flight 

via low airway firstly as low airways are till approximately FL245. You need to take the right low airway, which 

is in direction of your destination airport. Then you follow the airway via different intersection points and VOR 

or ADF stations and when you want to get from one airway to another you need to find the right intersection, 

where airway on which you are now intersects with the airway you want to enter. So in flight plan you first 

have last point of the SID followed by airway and then intersection point where you change airways and 

followed again with the new airway. So you repeat the process of changing airways till you are at the last point, 

which is the starting point of your Standard Terminal Instrumental Arrival also known as STAR. So for your flight 

plan need to plan your flight from last point of SID till the first point of STAR. More about airways and planning 

is available on next website IFR Route building. 

After your greater part of flight plan is over, now there is just the STAR ahead of you. STAR is simply just the 

inverted SID, where you are navigated via VOR radials or different headings to the point where your approach 

starts. Nowadays more and more often RNAV arrivals are in use, where you need just the GPS and the right 

intersections, as the RNAV arrival do not uses any VOR radials for navigation, but just connects the points. 

More information can be found at next website STAR basics. 

At the last point, your flight plan consists of SID at the start of the flight plan. Then after SID you enter the last 

point of SID and then the airways and intersections are to follow until your last waypoint is entered. Your last 

point is the start of STAR so you can also include STAR procedure at the end of the flight plan. 

 

https://www.sloveniacontrol.si/en/
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=SID_basics
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=IFR_departure_procedure
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=SID_chart_explanation
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=IFR_route_building_methodology
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=STAR_chart_explanation


F I LL  O UT THE FL IGH T PLA N – needs to be filled out for every flight on IVAO network. When you all your 

data calculated and gathered, you fill out the Flight Plan that you submit to the Air Traffic Services. 

Explanation of all fields of the ICAO FPL form is available in this document published by the EuroFPL. While 

IVAO explained very well on how to fill in a IVAO FPL in a training document VFR Flight Plan basics by the IVAO. 

Below is an example of correctly filled IVAO FPL for leg one.  

 

Filled Flight Plan in a new pilots client form - IVAO Altitude, where flight plan is filed on the browser: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://files.eurofpl.eu/originalfpl/pdfs/EuroFPL-ICAO_Flightplan_Form_Basics-latest.pdf
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=VFR_flight_plan_basics
https://fpl.ivao.aero/home


Filled Flight Plan in old pilots client form – Ivap: 

 

 

The same Flight plan as above in a message: 

(FPL-S5DME-IG 

-BE58/L-SDFGRY/S 

-LJLJ0800 

-N0135IFR MODRO1Z MODRO DCT ARGOM ARGOM2A 

-DOF/200110 REG/S5DME) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



When filling out a IFR flight plan, pay special attention to: 
 

I. I is for IFR flight and G stands for General Aviation flight. 
II. Check for correct aircraft type and check for your equipment in the cockpit (tick only what you have), 

usually new aircraft have Mode S transponder and that is the last letter in second row. 
III. Aerodrome of departure and time in UTC. 
IV. N is speed in TAS (in cockpit you see IAS which you need to convert to TAS according to your expected 

enroute altitude) while A is the filled level which you can substitute with expected level enroute. Note 
that you need to use semi circular level which are for IFR rounded to 1000ft and need to be above 
7500ft and also below transition altitude where flight levels come in – 8000/10000… to the west (180-
359 deg) and 9000… for the east (000-179 deg). Then you should fill your IFR route in without writing 
DCT between the points. 

V. Destination is in fifth line with estimated time enroute from the departure aerodrome. 
VI. The last row is remark filed, where you can fill in the Date of Flight, Registration, Estimated Elapsed 

Time when entering new FIR… 
 

CHECK FO R AVA ILA BLE  A IR  TRA FF IC CO NTROL – pay special attention before taxing to check if there is 

any ATC available – this is any Air Traffic Control. When departing from aerodrome, contact its GND first, if 

offline next is TWR or APP and then CTR as the last unit that is covering all airspace.  

USE  APPRO PRIATE IFR  PHRASEO LOGY  – only in this way, pilot and an ATS understand each other. How to 

communicate VFR is written in a training document IFR Example by IVAO. 
 

 

FOR SPP TRAINING, THIS ARE SOME BASIC INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO START YOUR 

PRACTICAL IFR FLYING. DURING THE TOUR IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT YOU READ ALL THE 

IVAO DOCUMENTATION FOR FS3, PP AND SPP RANK AND THAT YOU ASK ALL THE THINGS 

THAT YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND YOUR MENTOR. 

https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=IFR_flight_Phraseology_Example


3.  TOUR OVERVIEW  
 

 

3.1.  COUNTRIES VISITED  
Below are listed countries sorted as you visit them. 

 Slovenia 

 Croatia 

 Austria 

 Italy 

 Hungary 

3.2.  A IRPORTS VIS ITED  
Below are listed airports sorted as you visit them. 

 Ljubljana LJLJ | LJU  

 Zagreb   LDZA | ZAG 

 Maribor LJMB | MBX  

 Klagenfurt  LOWK | KLU 

 Portoroz LJPZ | POW 

 Rijeka   LDRI | RJK 

 Graz   LOWG | GRZ 

 Pula   LDPL | PUY 

 Trieste   LIPQ | TRS 

 Sarmellek  LHSM | SOB 

 

 

 



4.  RESOURCES 

4.1.  SCENERIES  
On Slovenia scenery website, we have some recommended updates, that are made for the whole world or 

Europe or Slovenia. 

If you do not have any payware installed, I suggest that you check a free and very detailed (LOD10) mesh for 

the whole world that is available from FreeMesh X Global. With this addon, you get nicely shaped landscape 

around the world or you can just install the European continent. 

Hervé Sors makes monthly updates to the navaids and waypoints with updates to the magnetic variation 

included. 

FS Real Time updates time zones and correct DST movement. 

Slovenia VFR reporting points are also available from the website. 

4.1.1.  SLOVE NIA  

FREEWARE 

IVAO Slovenia division is trying to provide free sceneries for Slovenia airports. 

While learning the complexity of creating FS sceneries, some great add-ons 

were made and are updated when knowledge improves.  

Sceneries are available on IVAO Slovenia division website. X-plane, Prepar 3D and 

FS9/FSX are supported although not for all airports. 

Ljubljana airport is available for all flight simulators while others are mainly made 

for FSX. 

Addon sceneries for Slovenia airports are mandatory as there were lots of 

upgrades and default airports are not up to date. 

PAYWARE 

Ilumium Simulation has made Slovenia X 

that covers whole Slovenia with custom 

textures, autogen, landmark models, 

photo-real inserts… It’s the right product 

for VFR flying around Slovenia. It’s 

mainly just the product for VFR flying 

but it is also great to have it and 

experience the Slovenian nature. 

There are also different Airport Addons 

available on Ilumium Simulation 

website. There is addon which is 

completed with SloveniaX and also 

includes Maribor and Portoroz airports. 

Check the Ilumium Simulation website. 

 

http://www.avsim.com/forum/737-freemeshx-global-support-forum/
http://www.ivao.si/en/pilots/sceneries/
https://simulation.ilumium.com/product/slovenia-x-for-fsx-and-p3d/
https://simulation.ilumium.com/


And RFscenerybuilding has made LJLJ Ljubljana Airport for FSX and P3D and their product is available on 

Simmarket.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.2.  OTHE R CO UNTRIE S  

For other countries check sceneries on their official divisional websites. There are different nice freeware and 

some great payware sceneries available for multiple airports. 

Freeware sceneries and check different websites for payware sceneries. 

4.2. AIP AND CHARTS 
Charts and the information from the Aeronautical Information Publication are a big help to pilots before flying 

and also during the flight. Here will be listed the charts and information that you have to check and read before 

flight. 

For this, as suggested, you should create your EAD account for free access to all AIPs from the Europe region 

and further. Unfortunately, not all ANS providers have Electronic AIP available, that is why you have to access 

to them via EAD login. Check Eurocontrol website to see, which country has eAIP and which one has only one 

published and accessed via free EAD Account. 

In every AIP you find enroute charts in Part 2 - ENR chapter 6, while aerodrome charts are in Part 3 - AD 

chapter 2 inside every subchapter of the relevant airport - charts are at the end of each aerodrome chapter. 

4.2.1.  AIP  SLOVE NIA  

Always current eAIP Slovenia is available via Slovenia Control website. On IVAO Slovenia website we have links 

to the appropriate chapters. 

Ljubljana Airport charts are in chapter LJLJ AD 2.24. 

Check charts: 

LJLJ AD 2.24.01-1 | LJLJ AD 2.24.02-3 for Aerodrome 

4.2.1.  AIP  OTHE R COUNTRIES  

Check under chapter 4.2. AIP and charts to get the charts needed for other countries flying to. 

https://secure.simmarket.com/rfscenerybuilding-ljlj-ljubljana-international-airport-fsx-p3d.phtml
https://www.freewarescenery.com/fsx.html
https://www.ead.eurocontrol.int/cms-eadbasic/opencms/en/login/ead-basic/
http://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/ais-online
http://www.sloveniacontrol.si/acrobat/aip/Operations/history-en-GB.html
http://www.ivao.si/en/charts/


5.  IVAO  SLOVENIA IFR  TOUR 2020  LEGS 
Each chapter will have information about the individual leg number.  

  



5.1. LEG 1 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJLJ 
Arrival LDZA 

 

Flight plan route  

LJLJ MODRO1Z MODRO DCT ARGOM ARGOM2A LDZA  

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You are now cleared to Zagreb from Ljubljana from runway 30 via MODRO1Z departure. You can expect also 

LUPIX departure in case of different wind direction. After taxi to runway and departure you will contact 

Ljubljana Radar which will identify you and probably immediately cleared you to ARGOM direct. From ARGOM 

your arrival route to Zagreb starts and the ARGOM intersection is also where you will cross the state border 

from Slovenia to Croatia. Continue via ARGOM2A and vacate runway and taxi to general aviation apron.  

5.2. LEG 2 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LDZA 
Arrival LJMB 

 

Flight plan route  

LDZA PODET4C PODET DCT VALLU VALLU4C LJMB  

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You depart via PODET4C departure from Zagreb and you enter Slovenian border at PODET from where you are 

soon cleared to VALLU direct. When you will be close to VALLU you can expect VALLU4C arrival to Maribor. You 

will contact Maribor approach if it is online and proceed via standard arrival route. Maribor approach has no 

radar screen so there is provided just procedural control and in this case you need to know the procedures at 

Maribor. There is ILS and NDB approach available for runway 32 but for runway 14 you will need to perform a 

circle to land. After landing you continue taxi to Bravo stands which are for General aviation traffic.  

 

 

 

 

 



5.3. LEG 3 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJMB 
Arrival LOWK 

 

Flight plan route  

LJMB VALLU4L VALLU DCT KLAGY KLAGY1A LOWK  

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You are now cleared to Klagenfurt from Maribor via VALLU4L departure. After departure continue climbing via 

VALLU4L and controller may then clear you to KLAGY direct. You will cross the state border at KLAGY and start 

the standard arrival route to Klagenfurt. KLAGY1A is the arrival route and after performing the arrival continue 

to approach the runway. After landing, taxi to general aviation apron. 

5.4. LEG 4 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LOWK 
Touch and go LJPZ 

 

Flight plan route  

LOWK BERTA1L BERTA DCT ILB ILB1A LJPZ  

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

After departure at Klagenfurt continue climbing via BERTA1L departure where you enter Slovenian airspace. 

From BERTA expect ILB direct and after ILB expect that you are cleared for arrival. When descending towards 

Portoroz via ILB1A arrival where final point of arrival is Portoroz or PZ NDB, you will also probably fly through 

Echo airspace. Echo airspace is outside Portoroz TMA zone up to 7500 feet. When you are overhead airport you 

will perform a loop for NDB approach for runway 15. You may also perform a circle to land visually to runway 

33. After landing you may need a backtrack to taxi back to the apron and park there.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.5. LEG 5 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJPZ 
Arrival LJLJ 

 

Flight plan route  

LJPZ ILB2S ILB ILB2L LJLJ  

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Departure is from controlled airport Portoroz with procedural control and you can expect ILB2S departure from 

runway 33. For taxi to treshold runway 33 you will need an approved backtrack. Air traffic Control will inform 

you to report when passing 8000 feet as from there after you will be visible on radar and before that you will 

pass through Echo airspace. After passing 8000 feet you can expect direct to ILB if you are not inbound ILB yet. 

At ILB you will start with your arrival route ILB2L to Ljubljana or Ljubljana Radar may give you vectors for 

runway 30.  You may also request 8 miles final for runway 30 and you will burn less fuel and you will save on 

your time and Air traffic control will vector you to 8 miles final. You will be cleared for ILS runway 30 or you can 

also request for VOR approach. After landing and vacating the runway continue to general aviation apron. 

5.6. LEG 6 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJLJ 
Arrival LDRI 

 

Flight plan route  

LJLJ ILB1W ILB DCT ARMIX ARMI2B LDRI  

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You will depart out of controlled airport Ljubljana. Your departure will be ILB1W. You can also expect LUPIX or 

MODRO departure if radar will be online. You will follow the departure that you have been cleared for and 

after passing ILB continue towards ARMIX. Slovenian controller may also give you a direct to ARMIX quickly 

after departure from Ljubljana. When at ARMIX, you will enter Croatian airspace, and there you will start with 

your arrival route to Rijeka airport. 

 

 

 

 



5.7. LEG 7 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LDRI 
Arrival LOWG 

 

Flight plan route  

LDRI ALIV2D ALIVO DCT RADLY RADL2M LOWG  

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

At this leg, you won’t be departing or arriving in Slovenia. You will just be passing over Slovenia from Rijeka to 

Graz. Your departure is from Rijeka, then follow ALIVO2D departure and climb to your cruise level. At ALIVO 

you will enter Slovenian border, where you will also contact Slovenian Radar controller. Overpass Slovenia 

towards RADLY directly and begin with your arrival towards Graz via RADLY2M arrival. Land at Graz and taxi to 

general aviation apron. After that prepare your airplane for next flight which will be towards Ljubljana. 

5.8. LEG 8 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LOWG 
Arrival LJLJ 

 

Flight plan route  

LOWG RADLY4G RADLY RADLY2L LJLJ  

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Departure is to RADLY via RADLY4G and at this point you will enter the Slovenian border. You will soon after 

departure contact Ljubljana Radar and just before passing RADLY you will be probably cleared for arrival 

RADLY2L or you may be vectored for final approach for runway 30. If proceeded with RADLY2L arrival you may 

also expect to be cleared to descend to 4000ft accordingly and also be cleared for ILS approach for runway 30. 

That means that you descend via arrival route and then after last point of arrival route you proceed with ILS 

approach. You report ILS established and after that you will be transferred to Ljubljana Tower frequency. You 

can also perform VOR approach at Ljubljana for runway 30 but for runway 12 there is circle to land allowed 

South-West of the airport. After vacating the runway continue to general aviation apron.  

 

 

 

 



5.9. LEG 9 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJLJ 
Arrival LDPL 

 

Flight plan route  

LJLJ MODRO1Z MODRO DCT GIRDA GIRDA2A LDPL  

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You are now cleared to Pula from Ljubljana from runway 30 via MODRO1Z departure. You can expect also 

LUPIX departure in case of different wind direction. After taxi to runway and departure you will contact 

Ljubljana Radar which will identify you and probably immediately cleared you to GIRDA direct. But in case 

Radar wont identify you until passing MODRO, you need to continue on last heading to MODRO. When you are 

approaching GIRDA you will change the frequency and then cross the border. At GIRDA your arrival route 

GIRDA2A starts and then approach to Pula airport. After vacating the runway, you continue to general aviation 

apron. 

5.10. LEG 10 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LDPL 
Arrival LJMB 

 

Flight plan route  

LDPL RJK3C RJK P151 ALIVO DCT VALLU VALLU4C LJMB  

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Departure is from Pula to RJK VOR via RJK3C. After RJK VOR you will continue on low altitude airway to ALIVO 

where you will cross the border. After contacting the Ljubljana Radar you proceed to VALLU direct. You will 

contact Maribor approach if it is online and proceed via standard arrival route. Maribor approach has no radar 

screen so there is provided just procedural control and in this case you need to know the procedures at 

Maribor. There is ILS and NDB approach available for runway 32 but for runway 14 you will need to perform a 

circle to land. After landing you continue taxi to Bravo stands which are for General aviation traffic.  

 

 

 

 



5.11. LEG 11 
 
 

 

 

 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your departure is from Maribor airport which provides just procedural control and you will be cleared to 

Trieste via VALLU4L departure. You will need to continue via departure route after departure and when near 

VALLU you can expect direct to RIFEN. When near RIFEN expect frequency change and then border crossing. At 

RIFEN you will start with RIFEN2B arrival route for Trieste airport. 

5.12. LEG 12 
 

 

 

 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your departure is toward RIFEN via RIFEN5C departure out of Trieste. Here after RIFEN you are immediately 

cleared for RIFEN2L or you may expect vectors for runway 30. Descend accordingly via arrival route as advised 

by Air traffic control. You may also request 8 miles final for runway 30 and you will burn less fuel and you will 

save on your time and Air traffic control will vector you to 8 miles final. You will be cleared for ILS runway 30 or 

you can also request for VOR approach. After landing and vacating the runway continue to general aviation 

apron.  

 

 

 

 

 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJMB 
Arrival LIPQ 

Flight plan route  

LJMB VALLU4L VALLU DCT RIFEN RIFEN2B LIPQ  

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LIPQ 
Arrival LJLJ 

Flight plan route  

LIPQ RIFEN5C RIFEN RIFEN2L LJLJ  



5.13. LEG 13 
 

 

 

 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You are now cleared to Portoroz from Ljubljana from runway 30 via MODRO1Z departure. You can expect also 

LUPIX departure in case of different wind direction, and you may also get a ILB standard departure, but more 

often there will be MODRO or LUPIX in use. After departure you will continue via Ljubljana Radar to ILB VOR 

and then after ILB where you will need to start descending. You will contact Portoroz approach which is also as 

Maribor approach just with procedural control so you need to know the procedures at the airport. When 

descending towards Portoroz via ILB2P arrival where final point of arrival is Portoroz or POR VOR, you will also 

probably fly through Echo airspace. Echo airspace is outside Portoroz TMA zone up to 7500 feet. When you are 

overhead airport you will perform a loop for VOR approach for runway 15. You may also perform a circle to 

land visually to runway 33. After landing you may need a backtrack to taxi back to the apron and park there.   

5.14. LEG 14 
 

 

 

 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Departure is from controlled airport Portoroz with procedural control and you can expect ILB2S departure from 

runway 33. For taxi to treshold runway 33 you will need an approved backtrack. Air traffic Control will inform 

you to report when passing 8000 feet as from there after you will be visible on radar and before that you will 

pass through Echo airspace. After passing 8000 feet you can expect direct to VALLU otherwise you will be 

instructed for direct to VALLU after passing ILB VOR. After VALLU continue on M859 low altitude airway till 

DIMLO from where you change frequency and cross the state border. After crossing border, continue SME VOR 

direct and approach the Sarmellek airport. 

 

 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJLJ 
Arrival LJPZ 

Flight plan route  

LJLJ MODRO1Z MODRO DCT ILB ILB2P LJPZ  

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJPZ 
Arrival LHSM 

Flight plan route  

LJPZ ILB2S ILB DCT VALLU M859 DIMLO DCT SME LHSM  



5.15. LEG 15 
 

 

 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Departure is to NALOX via NALOX3D departure and at this point you will need to continue direct to DIMLO for 

entering the Slovenian border. After passing DIMLO, continue to VALLU, where you will start with your arrival. 

Your arrival route inbound Ljubljana will be VALLU2L and you will probably be instructed to descend 

accordingly and you may also be cleared for ILS for runway 30. That means that you can descend to final 4000 

feet as in STAR but you need to descend via altitudes provided on charts for arrival and if you were cleared for 

approach you just need to report when established on ILS. You can also perform VOR approach at Ljubljana for 

runway 30 but for runway 12 there is circle to land allowed South-West of the airport. After vacating the 

runway continue to general aviation apron.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LHSM 
Arrival LJLJ 

Flight plan route  

LHSM NALOX3D NALOX DCT DIMLO DCT VALLU VALLU2L LJLJ  



6.  AT THE END  
 

Thank you for flying IVAO Slovenia IFR Tour 2020. We hope that you have enjoyed the legs very much as well 

that you have learned new skills and got additional knowledge of IFR flying. 

We would like to welcome you with further IFR flights to our country, specially every Tuesday when Europe has 

the continent online day! 

If you have any question or suggestion or if you have found a mistake, please contact Slovenia Staff via email. 

 

ENJOY THE SLOVENIAN VIRTUAL SKIES! 

 

INTERNATIONAL VIRTUAL AVIATION ORGANISATION 

SLOVENIA DIVISION 

 

 

mailto:si-staff@ivao.aero?subject=Slovenia%20IFR%20tour%202020

